Pally&Lid
The complete alternative to roll cages
The Pally & Lid system has a
500kg capacity and the same
usable footprint as a roll cage
(800x600mm). One foot press
converts the Pally from a pallet
to a wheeled dolly and back
whilst the Lid clamps the
load together.

42% greater trailer fill

Pallet stability on demand

80% space saving

No pump trucks/fork lifts

4x less trailers to move empties

Automatable

50% less trips to roll empties

No waste

60% lighter and easier to manoeuvre

Sealable and RFID enabled

Pally is a patented combination of a pallet and
wheeled dolly in one 800x600mm design.
One simple foot press on a pedal at either end
of the unit will transfer up to 500kg load from
pallet bearers to wheels or visa versa, making
Pally immediately stable or mobile on demand
without the need for other equipment like
pump trucks/fork lifts.

When used in conjunction with the
'Half Euro' Loadhog Lid, the system is
able to carry and secure all loads from
cartons to tote boxes.
This light-weight solution offers
an attractive alternative to both roll
cages and pallets/stretch wrap –
eliminating up to 42% of trailers,
reducing equipment weight by 60%,
freeing up to 80% of the space
currently needed for storage and
eliminating the need for one-trip
securing materials.

Maximum stability and security

Significant cost savings

Instant mobility on demand

Easier, safer and quicker to use

Perfect for all retail, postal, logistics and industrial applications.

Loadhog Ltd
Loadhog is a multi-award winning manufacturing
company based in Sheffield, UK. An employee owned
organisation, genuine innovation and new product
development lies at the heart of our business.
Our aim is to solve every day problems within logistics
and supply chain operations – reducing transport
requirements, eliminating packaging waste and making
life easier for those using our products.
For more information please call or email us.
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